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Abstract. Ambient and pervasive technologies provide several ways to assist people with special needs in smart environments.
However, the system’s complexity and the size of the contextual information of these environments lead to several difficulties in
deploying and providing the assistance services. A service provision mechanism which is aware of the environment context can
simplify the deployment of assistance services on environment devices, by taking care of the decision processes. Moreover, the
integration of the interaction modalities in the decision processes of such mechanisms allows deliveries of services to users based
on their capabilities and preferences. In this paper, we present a context-aware service provision system for smart environment,
which takes into account a whole set of contextual information: user profiles, device profiles, software profiles and environment
topology. In regards to our previous work, this paper focuses on the modeling of the user interaction capabilities, built around the
notion of interaction modalities. We also detail the integration of the model to the service provision reasoning process, as well as
its implementation. Finally, we demonstrate the functionalities of this system through technical validations and scenarios carried
out in a real smart apartment.
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1. Introduction

The fast development of the information and com-
munication technologies has opened a large variety of
new services and assistances to help people with spe-
cial needs (PwSN) with, for instance, physical or cog-
nitive restrictions. Combining assistance and ubiqui-
tous technologies allows these people to benefit from
augmented environments that are assisting them in
their daily living activities.

A Context-aware system hosts agents that infer ad-
ditional, synthetic Context from the raw Context pro-
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vided by sensors and from other synthetic Context.
Context-awareness enables such system, by assisting
users in performing daily life activities or warning spe-
cialized personnel that human intervention is required.
Agents can consume Context, produce Context for oth-
ers to consume, or use Context to decide upon an ap-
plication domain-dependent course of action.

Numerous efforts have been made in the develop-
ment of platforms to support Context-awareness for
pervasive computing [8,20]. Most applications and
studies today rely on smart spaces i.e. physical lo-
cations equipped with a set of sensors and actua-
tors where the basic physical layout is known before-
hand. These spaces include any controlled environ-
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ment where Context-awareness could play a role such
as assisting people with disabilities (e.g. hospitals, ho-
tel rooms, apartments, houses, classrooms).

Such kind of smart environments will be increas-
ingly more frequent in the industrialized countries
(like in North America, Europe and Japan) as their pro-
portion of aged populations is increasing [30]. In ad-
dition to helping dependant people in increasing their
autonomy and quality of life, the smart environments
allow to reduce the needed interventions from profes-
sional healthcare caregivers, reducing by the way the
induced costs.

In a way to assist these users in their daily liv-
ing activities, a dynamic, context-aware and intelli-
gent mechanism is required to deploy assistive services
on the different devices present in the smart environ-
ments, such as smart phones, tablets, desktop comput-
ers, laptops, embedded computers, etc. However, the
complexity of the smart environments [28], with their
heterogeneous devices, specific configurations, and the
important quantity of information to process, turn the
service provision into a serious challenge when dy-
namism and context precision are some of the system’s
requirements.

In our precedent work [11–13], we proposed a
context-aware middleware, which was helping envi-
ronment managers and professionnal caregivers in or-
ganizing and deploying new software in smart envi-
ronments. Rallying several technologies e.g. Web ser-
vices, OSGi, OWL ontologies and fuzzy logic, the
middleware uses the contextual information related to
the device’s hardware and the position of the com-
ponents in the environments. Moreover, this middle-
ware takes into account the devices’ position in spe-
cific zones during the deployment of the software com-
ponents. However, this system had some issues:

– user profiles was not taken into account in the rea-
soning process while users are in fact the focus
point in most of the organization process;

– context reasoning was centralized in the coordi-
nator node (Section 3.1) of the system while we
were working toward a context awareness model
that is distributed and layered (Section 3.1).

We re-designed and implemented a second version of
this middleware, called Tyche project [13], which fo-
cus on providing software components (i.e. services)
to users by taking into account the users’ interac-
tion capabilities, based on the interaction modalities,
users’ preferences and their locations/orientations in
the smart environment. In fact, these additions rep-

resent major enhancements compared to the prece-
dent work, where the system more than double in
code line size (around 40 000), integrate a new con-
text awareness model (Section 3.1), have extended
functionnalities with service provision functions and
has been tested/validated in a real smart environ-
ment.

Therefore, in this paper, we present the service pro-
vision functionalities that we integrated to the core
mechanisms of this context-aware middleware. These
functionalities allow to deploy services toward the
users, located in the smart environment, based on a
large array of contextual information, including:

– the user profiles: users’ capabilities and prefer-
ences;

– the environment topology: object locations, con-
textual zone descriptions, environment physical
structures (walls), etc.;

– the device profiles: devices’ resources, utilization,
location, connected interaction peripherals, etc.;

– the service profiles: service needs and character-
istics, e.g., needed resources, topology, software
and hardware dependencies, GUI description.

The major innovation of the proposed service pro-
vision system consists in the integration of the user
profile in the provision’s reasoning process around
the computer interaction modalities [19]: the sense,
the perception, the motivity (i.e. mobility) and the
cognitive modalities. By reasoning over these in-
formation on the base of the interaction modalities,
our system is able to provide assistance services
to the users on the devices of an environment that
are most adequate to the current context (user loca-
tion, environment topology, etc.) and users’ capabili-
ties/preferences.

To evaluate the viability and efficiency of our pro-
posed solution, we also conducted a series of tests and
validations. We put in place ten scenarios to evaluate
the proposed functionalities in different contexts with
different types of users.

In the next section, we present an overview of the
existing work on the service provision system for the
smart environments. The second section presents our
service provision model based on the contextual in-
formation and the user’s interaction modalities. This
section is divided in several subsections describing
the different strategies used to process the interaction
modalities. The third section presents the validation
scenarios and the results collected during the imple-
mentation of the scenarios. We finally conclude this
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paper by resuming the proposed solution and introduc-
ing some future works.

2. Related work

In this section, we are presenting a short overview
of some work related to the service provision in smart
environments and in mobile computing setting. We are
also presenting work on the adaptation and modeliza-
tion of the interaction between the users and the de-
vices. These works guided us during the conception
and the implementation of our system.

In the Gaia project, Ranganathan and Campbell [22]
propose some mechanisms related to the service pro-
vision and software self-organization. Their solution
uses an ontology and semantic matching to find the
right device configuration face to the needs and depen-
dencies of software that must be deployed in a given
mediated space. Ranganathan’s work on the software
organization is mainly focusing on the hardware analy-
sis and the environment spatial description, evacuating
the user needs, capabilities and preferences.

Ghorbel et al. [10] propose a solution to provide
service to users’ smart phone while they are enter-
ing pervasive environments. Their work focuses on
the utilization of the semantic reasoning to choose the
right end-user services, for mobile devices, accord-
ing to the profile of the smart phone users. However,
their work doesn’t take in to account a full mediated
pervasive environment with several end user devices,
which can support the users instead of their smart
phones.

Syed et al. [27] present an architecture for a ser-
vice provision and software self-organization frame-
work for pervasive systems. This framework used a
knowledge base where devices, processes and tasks are
defined through recipes, capabilities, rules and prop-
erties concepts. The reasoning process in their work
is similar to a case-base reasoning, where contexts
are matched with a context base (the Recipes) and
linked to actions (the Rules). As Ranganathan et al.,
Syed et al.’s solution finds the right devices to sup-
port services by processing the contextual information
linked to jobs, tasks, processes and devices; their work
doesn’t evaluate the role of the users in the service pro-
vision scheme.

The EasyLiving project [25] is a well-known project
from Microsoft Research. About the service provi-
sion, the EasyLiving Geometric Model (EZLGM) [5]
proposes a mechanism that determines which devices,

in a given environment, can be used by a user dur-
ing human-machine interactions and help in the selec-
tion of the right devices. The EZLGM provides some
tips and ideas about user tracking and device selection
based on the environment context. However, it doesn’t
take in account a more complex environment context
with user capabilities, preferences, device resources
and capabilities.

The European project AMIGO proposes a frame-
work for smart environment that enhances the assis-
tance of users through context-awareness. In the con-
text of this project, Vallee et al. [29] propose a sys-
tem to dynamically create end-user services through
services composition. The service composition is ini-
tiated by abtracted plans, describing environment
state/context the plans are responding to, which ac-
tions should be taken and the notification to the users.
These different plan steps are matched with services
in the environment through a composition manager. At
some points, the user profile is considered by taking
into account the possible handicaps of the users.

On the other hand, several work have been done on
the adaptation of the user interactions according to the
user capabilities and preferences or on the interaction
modalities. For instance, the Supple project [9] pro-
poses mechanisms to adapt visual interface based on
the preferences of the users and history of utilizations.

Moreover, Sakurai et al. [24] worked on the mod-
elization of the interaction in environments composed
of several displays. In their work, they address the
problem of the interactions (mostly the mouse’s cur-
sor) and visualization of the information in an environ-
ment where displays are disposed at different positions
with different angles. To adapt the presentation of the
information to the users, they take into account several
parameters such as the distance between the users and
the displays, the vision angles, etc. These parameters
are definitely interesting for the provision of services
in smart environment with several displays, as we are
proposing in the next section.

The work contexts and results of Supple and Sakurai
et al. are different than those we are aiming but target
the same goals: provide better services and interactions
to the users. They provide interesting perspectives and
approach that motivate our work.

Our service provision solution addresses several is-
sues from these related works. For instance, the im-
plemented context-aware middleware takes into ac-
count the user interaction capabilities and preferences,
where Trumler et al., Ranganthan et al., Syed et al., Ea-
syLiving and even AMIGO solutions, did not managed
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these data. The proposed solution takes into account a
full mediated environment with several interaction de-
vices, compared to the solution of Ghorbel et al. Fi-
nally, our choice of using fuzzy logic for service pro-
vision over other reasoning approaches, e.g., descrip-
tion logic (Ghorbel et al.), semantic matching (Ran-
ganathan et al.) or case-based reasoning (Syed et al.),
provide fast computing times, versatility and scalabil-
ity. It also allowed us to rapidly designed first proto-
types even in a context where it was difficult to model
the reasoning process, due to a large amount of hetero-
geneous contextual information.

3. Service provision system

An intelligent service provision system allows dy-
namic, fast and adapted service deployment toward
the users in the environments, based on the context of
the environment, and takes into account different con-
straints such as the users’ capabilities and their pref-
erences. The main goal of the proposed service pro-
vision system is to support the deployment of the as-
sistive services into the smart environments for other
smart systems like activity recognition or errors and
failures recognition systems [23]. These systems use
the service provision functionalities by sending a de-
ployment request to service provision system, by sup-
plying the needed information related to the assistance
that needs to be deployed: Which user?, Which soft-
ware?, What are the software needs?, Is there a specific
zone of the environment that is targeted by the assis-
tance request? There are several benefits from encap-
sulating the service provision into a different system
than the recognition software. By using a Service Ori-
ented Architecture (in our case the OSGi framework
and the Web Services), the service provision function-
alities of the system can be used by several systems in
a smart environment. Thus, the complexity of the pro-
vision’s reasoning process are hidden for other envi-
ronment’s software (like in the Facade design pattern)
and it is even possible to have several service provision
systems (or services, thanks to the SOA mechanisms)
for different kinds of provision needs.

3.1. Context-awareness model and strategies

The service provision mechanisms use four main
context’s elements: the user profiles, the device pro-
files, the topology of the environment and the software
profiles. Each service that needs to be deployed in the

environment has their hardware, software or contex-
tual needs. On one hand, assistive applications like a
meal preparation assistant or a context-aware calen-
dar and organizer, can target particular users in the
environments and can require specific peripheral de-
vices. On the other hand, users have physical capabil-
ities and preferences about the environment devices;
the devices also have a profile with capabilities e.g.
their resources, connected peripheral devices, etc. Fi-
nally, all these components are present in the smart en-
vironments at different locations (or not) and are re-
lated to contextual zones e.g. the kitchen, the bath-
room, the living room, etc. Figure 1 shows the differ-
ent information used by the service provision reason-
ing engine.

Different strategies exist to process the contextual
information of a given system or environment. For in-
stance, it is possible to divide the context awareness
of a given system in several sub-contexts called micro-
contexts [4], related to specific devices or closed loca-
tions. A first reasoning process on the information of
this micro-context can be done, abstracting or aggra-
gating at some point the information, and later shared
with the other micro-contexts of a system, enabling a
micro-context awareness. At another level, it is pos-
sible to aggregate and combine the micro-contexts
with other sources of information, forming a sec-
ond level of information, the macro-context or macro-
context awareness. Therefore, micro-context aware-
ness revolves around the subjective perception and the
understanding an environment entity has of its envi-
ronment, while macro-context awareness is the global,
emergent picture that components help build of enti-
ties in their environment [2]. In addition to dividing the
contextual information in different layers, reducing to
some point the coupling, another benefit of the micro
and macro-context awareness is to prevent the divulga-
tion of sensible information between software compo-
nents.

In our work, we used this micro and macro model
to divide in layers the reasoning on the contextual in-
formation related to the service provision. The ser-
vice provision functionality used a reasoning en-
gine, the Fuzzy Logic Organization Reasoning Engine
(FLORE) [12], to match the needs of the services to
deploy with all the related contextual information of
the smart environments.

Fuzzy Logic [16] allows to “fuzzify” the contextual
information into input i.e. transforming the numeric
values into fuzzy values related to a quantitative set,
compare and process them through a set of reasoning
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Fig. 1. Context information used in the service provision reasoning process.

rules then “defuzzify” the outputs in numeric values
which can be used by the system. The contextual infor-
mation of a pervasive environment cover a large vari-
ety of data type, ranging from quantitative information
such as the room’s temperature to qualitative informa-
tion such as the user’s state. Thus, the Fuzzy Logic ap-
proach allows to easily compare quantitative and qual-
itative information in a same set of reasoning rules.
Moreover, a reasoning algorithm based on the Fuzzy
Logic doesn’t need to have an accurate knowledge of
the model and can work with a high level of impreci-
sion, which is the case of the smart environment, where
it can be difficult to describe precisely the model and
get accurate data. Finally, Fuzzy Logic gives us the
support to describe a situation where no clear evalua-
tions and statements can be carried out, like in the case
where a device’s resources are used or partially used or
to evaluate the membership of the user’s walking speed
to a linguistic term such as slow or fast.

Fuzzy logic reasoning over the information involves
three main steps: (i) fuzzification of the numeric inputs’
values into linguistic terms using membership func-
tions; (ii) inferences of fuzzy rules with previous lin-
guistic terms, with three sub-tasks: aggregation (com-

bining the results of the different predicates), activa-
tion (assignation of the rules’ conclusions) and ac-
cumulation (combination of the conclusions to out-
put fuzzy sets); (iii) defuzzification: conversion of the
output fuzzy sets to a numerical output, where often
a centroid method is used to find the average value
of the corresponding defuzzification sets. Figure 2
presents an example of how fuzzy logic is used in
a simplified case, where the system uses information
about devices’ resource consumption to identify the
best deployment target. Our solution includes lot more
rules and fuzzy sets to process contextual information
around the user profiles, environment topology, etc.1

Therefore, with the distributed nature of the smart
environments and in accordance with the micro and
macro model, we divided the FLORE in two units,
each one having their own fuzzy logic controller:

– the FLORE device unit (FLORE-D): related to
the micro-context layer where the device re-
sources and the connected interaction peripher-

1Full description of fuzzy sets and rules are accessible in An-
nexe 2 at http://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-00681885.
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy logic example with device’s resources consumption for
a Device named X.

als are computed according to the service needs.
The results of the micro-context computation are
shared with the macro-context layer. Each non-
dedicated devices in the smart environments (e.g.
desktop computers, mobile phones, tablets or lap-
tops) that can be used as a service provision plat-
form are running an instance of the FLORE-D,
along with other software components (see Sec-
tion 3.7).

– the Flore coordinator unit (FLORE-C): related to
the macro-context layer where the result from the
FLORE-D are computed along with the user pro-
file, the environment topology and component lo-
cations (extracted from the micro-context), and
again the service needs.

To determine which device to deploy a service to,
contextual information is processed using two imple-
mentations of a JFuzzyLogic controller2, which are
embedded in the FLORE-D and FLORE-C. Contex-
tual information are fuzzified using membership func-
tions, fuzzy rules (15 rules for FLORE-D and 41 rules
for FLORE-C). The final output of the FLORE-C,
ranging from 0 to 100, represents the Device Capabili-
ties Quotients (DCQ), a metric value which represents
the optimality of a device according to the general con-

2http://jfuzzylogic.sourceforge.net

text of a service provision request and more specifi-
cally information linked to the user profiles.

The reasoning around the micro-context or the
FLORE-D, as we briefly wrote above, concerns mainly
the service needs versus the devices’ resources and
context. The services to provide can need differ-
ent amount of Central Process Unit (CPU), Ran-
dom Access Memory (RAM) or Permanent Memory
storage (PMS); it can target a specific deployment
zone and need specific interaction peripherals such as
mouse, keyboard, tactile screen, display, etc. Thus, the
FLORE-D computes a first DCQ, which will be used
by the FLORE-C to compute the final DCQ along
with the macro-contextual information. Moreover,
other micro-contextual information are shared with the
FLORE-C such as the device location and available
interaction peripheral for the macro-context reason-
ing. Figure 3 presents the utilization and the exchange
of the contextual information between FLORE-C,
FLORE-D and a management tool, which is a software
used by users to deploy services in the environments.

On the other hand, the FLORE-C process the infor-
mation about the user profiles according to the service
needs, combine the results from the FLORE-D and
compute the final DCQ. To achieve that, the FLORE-C
relies on reasoning on the user profiles using an ap-
proach based on the interaction modalities. The inter-
action modalities describe the general ways humans
use to interact with their environments and with other
beings [19]. These modalities correspond to the way
we, as humans, collect the information about our en-
vironment (sense), perceive these information (percep-
tion), interpret and retain the information (cognitive)
and finally, how we react physically to them (motor
sense). In the context of the service provision, we use
this classification on the user interaction capabilities
and apply it to reasoning process. In the current ver-
sion, the service provision system uses four interaction
modalities:

– Sense – Vision: the field of vision of the users ver-
sus the computing devices and their display de-
vices;

– Perception – Vision: the visual acuity of the users
versus the application’s information on the de-
vices’ displays;

– Motor Sense – User mobility: the user’s mobility
capacity versus the devices and peripheral loca-
tions;

– Motor Sense – Manual Interaction: the user’s
physical capacities versus the peripheral devices
physical needs: hand force and hand workspace.
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Fig. 3. Schema presenting the utilisation of the contextual information in the service provision system.

These modalities represent the traditional way to in-
teract with computing devices: vision and the sense of
touch. We could add to these modalities a fifth one,
the cognitive modality related to the peripheral prefer-
ences of the users. However, including the preferences
in the cognitive modalities is a subject to debate, as the
cognitive modalities are more often related to the in-
terpretation of the information, its comprehension and
its retention. We would also, in our future work, add
more interaction modalities such as the hearing acuity
versus the speakers’ volume.

Once the information related to these interaction
modalities has been processed, abstracted and, in some
cases, aggregated, they are injected into the FLORE-C.
In this reasoning engine unit, each quantitative infor-
mation is fuzzified into fuzzy universes where different
membership functions allow transforming the quanti-
tative information into qualitative information. For in-
stance, we based the membership functions related to
the users’ mobility on several research on the aver-
age human walking speed (more details in the Section
Motor Sense – User mobility processing). Then, these
qualitative data are computed by a series of fuzzy rules,
which compute the Device Capabilities Quotient with
the help of defuzzification functions. For instance, the
fuzzy rule: IF visionAngle IS mutual AND visualAcu-
ity IS optimal AND userMobility IS fast AND walk-
ing time IS instant AND peripheralsPreference IS liked
THEN deviceEvaluation IS optimal WITH 1; compute
the different qualitative information related to the in-
teraction modalities presented before and assign the re-
sult to the defuzzification function optimal. In the cur-

rent version of the system, the FLORE-C has 41 fuzzy
rules to compute the DCQ, while the FLORE-D has 15
fuzzy rules to compute on the micro-contexts. Finally,
the centroid value of the 41 rule results, in the defuzzi-
fication universe, corresponds to the device’s DCQ.

3.2. A service provision example

Before explaining in detail the four interaction
modalities processing and the utilization of the user’s
peripheral preferences in the computation of the DCQ,
a brief example illustrating a service provision would
help to assimilate the information presented to this
point and understand the next sections of this paper.

Suppose that an inhabitant from a smart apart-
ment is standing at the entrance of its kitchen around
lunchtime. This inhabitant suffers from cognitive defi-
ciencies that affect his time organization. Thus, to re-
mind him to prepare his meal, his electronic agenda
requests to the system to provision a meal preparation
assistant to the user in the kitchen area. The other in-
formation contained in the profile of the inhabitant are:
the user has a poor visual acuity and an average field
of vision, he moves at an average speed, he has a good
hand strength and workspace, and he prefers the tac-
tile screens to the mouse peripherals and keyboards.
The meal preparation assistant doesn’t need great re-
sources: a display to present its interface and a point-
ing device. In the best case, this software should be
deployed in the kitchen zone.

On the other hand, the smart apartment is divided in
to several zones, e.g. the kitchen area, the living room,
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Fig. 4. An example of a service provision with some of the processed
contextual information, user’s mobility (circle), user’s visual acuity
and field of vision (arc) and targeted zone (rectangle).

etc. Several devices and their interaction peripherals
are located in these zones. Especially, four devices are
in the proximity of the user: a laptop at his one o’clock,
a tablet at his ten o’clock, a server in a closet at his four
o’clock and finally a TV with its multimedia computer
behind him in the living room. Each of these devices
have their own resources and different kinds of interac-
tion peripherals. Figure 4 illustrates this example with
a map of the smart apartment. In this figure, some of
the interaction modalities are shown, such as the user’s
visual acuity and his field of vision (the arc), the user’s
mobility corresponding to a walking time of two sec-
onds or less (the circle). The kitchen zone perimeter is
also indicated (the rectangle). Logically, the most suit-
able device in this context corresponds to the device in
these three zones: the kitchen tablet. However, several
other contextual information can change this logic, de-
pending on the preferences of the user or the resources’
utilization of the devices.

Once the contextual information has been submitted
to the service provision reasoning engine (FLORE),
the different DCQ for the environment devices are
computed. In this example, the device with the high-
est DCQ is, effectively, the kitchen tablet with 71.74
points, followed by the kitchen laptop with 63.50
points, the living room TV with 57.25 points and

the apartment’s server with 0 points. These examples’
scores correspond in fact to one of the validation sce-
narios presented in the Validation and results section.
The kitchen laptop received a lower score due to the
distance between the user and the display versus the
user’s visual acuity. Moreover, the user prefers to use
a touch screen (like that of the tablet) rather than the
keyboard or the touch pad of the laptop. The living
room TV is situated behind the user and outside of
the kitchen area, which both reduce its DCQ score. Fi-
nally, the apartment’s server did not have a connected
display and a pointing device, which fail in providing
these peripherals to the meal preparation application,
and caused a DCQ attribution of 0 points. Therefore,
the most suitable device to support the user and the
meal preparation assistant in this context is the kitchen
tablet.

The above example will be used to explain in de-
tails, the interaction modalities and the user periph-
eral preferences processings. Thus, the next sections
will present the four interaction modalities computing
and the user peripheral preferences processing, starting
with the user’s vision processing related to the sense
and perception modalities.

3.3. Sense and Perception – Vision processing

On one hand, based on the user field of vision (or
field of view, FOV), the users orientation and his lo-
cation in the environment, the service provision sys-
tem verifies which displays in the environment the user
can see and interact with. On the other hand, device’s
displays have fields of projection, which correspond
to the area where it is possible to clearly see the pre-
sented information. Therefore, the field of view evalu-
ation requires a double verification: find which device
are viewed by the user and verify if he can see the in-
formation projected by the display.

Therefore, the system uses the user’s FOV angle, its
location in the environment based on a Cartesian coor-
dinate system and its orientation angle to detect which
device’s displays are in the user’s field of vision. For
the detected displays, the system verifies if the user is
in the displays’ field of projection, which is the same
process as with the user’s FOV. All these information
are processed with Algorithm 1, where a change in the
orthonormal base is made with the user as the new cen-
ter of the orthonormal plan and the center of his FOV
as the y’ axis. The devices that are in the user’s FOV
will be preferred as deployment targets.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the mutual field of vi-
sion/projection checking
1 – Compute the translation matrix where u = User

M t =

!

"
1 0 u.pos.x
0 1 u.pos.y
0 0 1

#

$

Mr =

!

"
cos(u.!) !sin(u.!) 0
sin(u.!) cos(u.!) 0

0 0 1

#

$

M = M t " Mr

2 – For each display devices, re-compute its position
and orientation and verify if the user have one of
the displays in its field of vision
#d = $ Displays

d.pos = d.pos " M
IF d.pos.y % 0 THEN

mu,d = d.position.y/d.pos.x
!u.fov.right = (90 + u.fov.right) " (!/180)
!u.fov.left = (90 ! u.fov.left) " (!/180)
IF d.pos.x < 0 OR d.pos.y < 0 THEN

!u,d = ! ! | arctan(mu,d)|
ELSE !u,d = arctan(mu,d)
IF !u,d % !u.field.right

AND !u,d & !u.field.left THEN
the display device is in the field of vision
of the user, re-do the step 1 and 2 with the
display device as the center of the plan. If
the user is also in the field of projection of
the display, then the two entities have a
mutual field of vision/projection.

For the user’s visual acuity versus the display de-
vices, the service provision system uses the Snellen
test [17] to verify if the user is able to read the dialog
texts of the application GUI. The Snellen test allows
quantifying the users’ capability to read characters and
texts at specific distances. The normal visual acuity is
qualified as 20/20, which means that the users are able
to read five arc minutes characters (called an optotype)
at 20 feet (6 meters). Someone with a visual acuity of
18/20 is then able to read the same optotype as some-
one with a visual acuity of 20/20, but at 18 feet. The
users’ visual acuity evaluation also uses the average
dialog text size of the application GUI (in pixels), the
display resolution (in pixels) and the display size (in
meters) to compute a ratio between these data, the vi-
sual acuity of the user and its distance with the envi-
ronment displays. Algorithm 2 presents the way these
data are computed to find the visual acuity ratio.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm of the visual acuity processing
#d $ Devices|s $ Software,
u $ Users, s.user = u :

deltaX = u.position.x ! d.position.x
deltaY = u.position.y ! d.position.y
distance =

'
deltaX2 + deltaY 2

perimeter = 2 " distance " !
caracterSize = d.size.height " s.caractSize

d.resolution.height

optotype = 5 " perimeter
arcminutes " averagevisualacuity

u.visualAcuity

ratio = 1 ! optotype
caracterSize | ratio = [0, 1]

return ratio

Therefore, more the ratio is going toward 1 and more
the application dialog text is easy to read for the user
on the device. Thus, this device will be preferred as
an application deployment target. The maximum ratio
value is limited to 1, corresponding to a readable char-
acter size by the users. Not limiting the ratios would
tend to give non desired preferences to the large dis-
plays with low resolution.

Finally, the results of the evaluation of the field of
vision of the users and the visual acuity ratio are trans-
mitted to the FLORE, where they are matched with
membership functions (visionAngle = mutual or be-
hind functions, visualAcuity = optimal, borderline,
hard or impossible to read functions) like in the rule
example showed in the previous section.

3.4. Motor Sense – User mobility processing

The service provision system evaluates the suitable
devices from the environments based on the distance
between these devices and the targeted users by the ser-
vice provision requests. Thus, this evaluation takes into
account the average walking speeds to compute the
time users would eventually spend to reach the envi-
ronment devices. Moreover, the service provision sys-
tem categorizes also the users’ average walking speed
using membership functions (Fig. 5). These categories
serve to discriminate the devices that need important
walking time to been reach, e.g. users with mobility
problems, and favor the devices at a short distance and
at quick walking time.

This double evaluation system (walking time and
walking speed category) is more adapted to people
with mobility problems, as slow walking speeds are
generally synonym of physical efforts [3], especially
for older people. For instance, the system will favor
devices at a quick walking time (0–2 seconds), normal
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Fig. 5. Membership functions of the user mobility based on their
average walking speed.

walking time (10 seconds and less) and even at long
walking time (10–20 seconds) for people with a fast
walking speed (for which there is not a real physical
effort) and will favor quick or normal walking time for
people with a slow walking speed.

The reasoning process on the mobility is processed,
like for the other interaction modalities, by the FLORE
fuzzy rules. The fuzzy membership functions for the
user speed and mobility, i.e. the user speed qualifica-
tion (Fig. 5), are based on data from Kan et al. [3]
and Carrey et al. [7] that present an evaluation and a
qualification of the walking speed, respectively, for el-
derly people and pedestrians in an urban setting. These
work gave enough scientific information on the aver-
age walking speed to create our categorization system
that includes two types of potential users (elders and
average pedestrians). To represent these categories, we
used Gaussian functions with a normal distribution,
where the means and the standard deviations (Table 1)
were taken from Kan et al. and Carrey et al. For in-
stance, the average walking speed of elderly people
with a moderate mobility is 0.8 meter/second with a
standard deviation of 0.18 meter/second, which we ref-
ered to the slow category. The average walking speed
of the pedestrians was refered to the average category.
For the fast category, the average speed is 2.22 me-
ters/second, with a standard deviation of 0.285 me-
ter/second. Users with a walking speed above this aver-
age speed receive a membership value of one, as there
are no other speed categories above fast.

3.5. Motor Sense – Manual Interaction processing

To address the users’ physical capabilities accord-
ing to the device peripheral physical requirements, the
service provision system process the manual interac-

Table 1
Means and standard deviation of the average walking speed mem-
bership functions

Function Mean (m/sec) Standard deviation (m/sec)
Disabled 0 0.22

Slow 0.8 0.18

Average 1.43 0.1

Fast 2.22 0.285

tion modality in two steps. First, the system checks
if the targeted users are able to interact with the de-
vice peripherals by verifying if they have enough hand
strength to manipulate the peripherals, such as press-
ing the buttons of a keyboard or moving a mouse. Sec-
ondly, the system verifies if the targeted users are able
to open their hands enough to interact with the objects.
Some users with physical impairments could have dif-
ficulty to interact with peripherals, such as older peo-
ple with arthritis. If these two physical capabilities
are not met by the device’s peripherals, the evaluated
device is discarded and directly received a DCQ of
0 points. This evaluation system, based on the hand
strength and the hand workspace, is based on the re-
sults of the work of Kadouche et al. [14] on an eval-
uation of the interaction of people with physical defi-
ciencies.

3.6. Peripheral preferences processing

The user’s capabilities are an important factor in
finding the most suitable device for a service provision.
At the same time, users also have preferences towards
some devices that should not be neglected, as they may
prefer a specific display size or keyboard disposition.
In the context of the service provision, these prefer-
ences have the role to favor the devices with interac-
tion peripherals that are appreciated by the users. On
the other hand, they can penalize the devices with un-
appreciated peripherals. These preferences can be used
as a complementary tool to the users’ manual interac-
tion modalities in order to determine which peripherals
the potential users will be able to use.

The service provision system defines the peripheral
preferences by using a Likert scale system [15]. The
utilisation of the Likert scale has been inspired from
the user preference evaluation in GUI usability [18],
where it is often used. Therefore, prior to the ser-
vice provision request, each user of the smart envi-
ronment defines their preferences toward their interac-
tion peripherals (e.g. keyboard, touch screen, mouse)
in their environment that they can interact with, by us-
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Fig. 6. The service provision system architecture with its two main components: the Environment Management Coordinator and the Device
Node.

ing three values: the user likes the peripheral device
= 1, the user is neutral in using this peripheral de-
vice = 0, the user dislikes to use the peripheral device
= !1.

The evaluation process computes the overall prefer-
ence value of each device, by computing the user’s pe-
ripheral preferences. Higher is the overall value, more
the user appreciates the device. The overall preference
value is then transmitted to the fuzzy system and used
in the evaluation of the fuzzy rules. This method of
computing the preferences is pretty straightforward,
but works in most cases.

To avoid the description of the user’s preference
for each environment peripheral devices, the service
provision system uses the inheritance mechanism im-
plemented in the context description (see the section
Implementation), to define general preference for the
main types of interaction devices (e.g. mouse, key-
board, touch screen). If no preference is defined for
a given peripheral device, the system uses the inheri-
tance to find the first peripheral in the inheritance tree
where the preference is defined.

3.7. Implementation

The service provision system is built over the OSGi
framework. OSGi is a Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) framework that gives the support for the modu-

larization of the ubiquitous applications and the man-
agement of their life cycles. Thus, the service provi-
sion system uses these functionalities to deploy and
manage the service modules in the environment’s de-
vices. As the proposed system is a distributed frame-
work, the Apache CXF dOSGi and WS-Discovery are
used as communication support between the device
and the coordinating device, which host the service
provision reasoning engine (FLORE).

On the top of the OSGi framework, we have imple-
mented several modules that are cooperating to pro-
vide the service to the users in the smart environment
(Fig. 6). The Environment Management Coordinator
node has the job to manage the device discovery, main-
tain the environment ontology, receive the service pro-
vision requests and manage them using the FLORE.
The Device nodes are deployed on the environment
devices and host the services that are delivered to the
users. They also perform some reasoning on the con-
text such as on the hardware resources and the interac-
tion peripheral availabilities.

As the provision functionalities use contextual in-
formation and user profiles to find the optimal way to
deliver the services to the users, a way to describe and
contain the contextual information is needed. A pow-
erful way to represent this information is by using se-
mantic language, describing the environment informa-
tion and connections residing between the concepts.
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The service provision framework describes the ubiq-
uitous environment through a meta-ontology [1] de-
scribed in the Web Ontology Language (OWL), which
presents the context information through Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF) concepts and semantic
connection in OWL format. To hold and maintain
this information, the system uses the JENA frame-
work.

The fuzzy logic controller used by the service pro-
vision system was implemented over the JFuzzy Logic
API, which uses the Fuzzy Control Language (FCL
IEC 61131) to define the membership functions, de-
fuzzification functions and the fuzzy rules. Among
other benefits, the FCL allows a clean and easy imple-
mentation of the fuzzy logic controller, and allows the
proposed system to be rapidly scalable and adaptable
to new contexts, by introducing new rules and func-
tions.

The service provision requests that are sent to the
framework are received through web service calls, then
forwarded to the service provision reasoning engine.
These requests can be sent by any other environment’s
application and by the management tools.

Concerning the retrieval of the contextual informa-
tion in the environment, one part of the data is man-
ually filled by experts in the macro environment de-
scription, e.g. environment topology or user interac-
tion capabilities (visual acuity, hand strength, etc.).
On the other hand, experts also provide some of the
information about the device profiles, e.g., displays
sizes, resolutions, orientations or connected interac-
tion peripherals. In our current prototypes, we didn’t
use an interior location system to locate the devices
in the environment, even if such technologies ex-
ist. Some of the used devices didn’t use wireless
technologies, e.g. the multimedia PC in the living
room, and would not be compatible with such sys-
tems. However, the users’ locations/orientations and
the devices’ resources (CPU, RAM and disk spaces)
are dynamically retrieved through services in the en-
vironment. For instance, the users’ locations are re-
trieved with the Dinamo application [21] and devices’
resources with the Hyperic System Information Gath-
erer (SIGAR) API3. In a future version of the proto-
type, more contextual information could be retrieved
such as the connected interaction peripherals, but it
could be relatively complex by taking into account
the heterogeneity of the operating systems and hard-
ware.

3http://www.hyperic.com/products/sigar

4. Software self-organization in smart
environment

We presented in the previous section the different
mechanisms used by the service provision system to
provide a service at any time in a smart environment.
However, in a specific context, several services (inter
connected or not) could be required to be deployed at
the same time. Therefore, we developped on the top of
the service provision system a second layer allowing
to send to the system macro requests containing sev-
eral service provision requests.This kind of request al-
lows the deployment of complex software composed
of several software components on the devices of the
smart environments. For instance, such macro request
could contain the deployment of end user applications
such as an in-house light manager on a mobile device
and the back-end light controler service on a server.
Since the goal of the macro request system is to orga-
nize strategically the deployment of the software com-
ponents based on the contextual information described
in the previous sections, we therefore discuss of soft-
ware self-organization.

Thus, the service provision system uses the resulting
DCQ score of FLORE to classify and find the optimal
device according to the software profile and the envi-
ronment context. It is possible to find the optimal orga-
nization for a given list of applications to deploy in an
environment by running the FLORE for each applica-
tion and by selecting as deployment target the device
with highest DCQ score for each application. Table 2
presents an example of such self-organization reason-
ing outputs and its best results (in bold).

As the FLORE takes in account the resources’ uti-
lization of the software to deploy and each software
is consuming resources, the evaluated DCQ scores
could change if previous deployment was done on re-
lated devices. For instance, as Device 1 has the high-
est DCQ score for the Application 1, this device would
be choosen as target for the application. As the de-
ployment is consuming resources, its new DCQ scores
would change (e.g. in the case of the new DCQ score
for Application 2 – Device 1 would be 75). At this
point, the first optimal solution would be false as De-
vice 3 is now the most suitable device for Applica-
tion 2. By choosing Device 3 for Application 2, it also
could change the DCQs for Application 3 (and so on
for the other application to deploy), resulting each time
in a possible cascade of DCQ score modifications.

Thus, the initial selection technique of Fig. 2 can-
not be applied to all cases. Such a problem is a classic
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Table 2
Example of self-organization DCQ output for 3 given software

Devices Soft. 1 Soft. 2 Soft. 3
Device 1 80 79 0

Device 2 79 48 80

Device 3 0 78 82

case of Resource-constrained project scheduling prob-
lem (RCPSP) [26], the optimal solution can generally
be found with an algorithm of NP complexity in poly-
nomial time O(nk) where n is the number of devices
and k is the number of applications to deploy.

The implementation of a Resource constrained
scheduling algorithm for our context would be diffi-
cult, if not, impossible. As the DCQ score is partially
based on the hardware and the resource consumption
at a specific time, it would be difficult to evaluate a fu-
ture resource consumption as it would be required for
a RCPSP algorithm. Therefore, we propose a simple
and straight forward solution that is probably the most
intuitive. For each application to deploy in a macro re-
quest, we find the device with the highest DCQ score
and deploy the application. Thus, resources will be
consumed and the next DCQ evaluation, for the fol-
lowing application in the macro request will take into
account the states of the devices’ resources.

This algorithm has several drawbacks: it doesn’t find
the theoretical optimal organization and establish a pri-
ority hierarchy between the applications to deploy. The
first application in the list will have priority on the de-
vice’s resources and the last application will have the
remaining device’s resources. However, if it is well
used, this priority can be useful, allowing important
or critical applications to have higher priorities than
other applications. Finally, the overall computing time
is faster than the optimal solution with O(kn).

A second benefit of such algorithm is the manage-
ment of the functionnal dependancies that can exist
between software components described in the macro
requests. Through the use of the OSGi Bundle Repos-
itory (OBR) API, the provision system is already
managing the deployment of several bundles inter-
connected through code dependancies. This API re-
solves the local dependencies of a software on a single
device, but doesn’t support the functionnal dependen-
cies of a software toward remote services.

In SOA architecture, service dependencies are gen-
erally verified at runtime, allowing programmers to
code different reactions to the availabilities or the
non availabilities of services. For instance, when start-
ing, an application could wait for the availability of

a specific service before being fully started or sim-
ply wouldn’t start if a specific service is not available.
In the proposed solution, by keeping in order of de-
pendencies the application to deploy in the macro re-
quests, the dependencies can be fullfilled, at the price
of the performance (if it’s the case) for the last appli-
cation in the list.

At this point dependencies between software com-
ponents add another level of complexity. Additional
work on the optimization of the software organiza-
tion will be done in future work. In the perspective of
adding to the self-optimization mechanisms, such as
load balancing between the device nodes, a more com-
plete solution will be required that should implement
RCPSP and software dependencies algorithms.

5. Validation and results

During and after the development of the service pro-
vision system, we intensively tested and evaluated the
proposed solutions through unit tests, scenario valida-
tions and performance tests. The whole project con-
tains more than 25 unit test classes, testing different
bottleneck points in the system. However, in the con-
text of this paper, presenting these tests would not
bring any contributions to the scientific community.
Thus, we will focus in the following sections, on the
scenario validation, the performance tests and their re-
sults. Moreover, we specify that the main goal of our
object validation phase was to validate the technical
feasability of the system rather than to evaluate the im-
pact of such system on real users. Of course, we be-
lieve in the importance of involving users in field stud-
ies to evaluate the impact and acceptance of the tech-
nologies. As our work’s problematic was fairly com-
plex, we believe it was critical to propose an adaptable
service provision solution and to evaluate it, prior to
evaluating the system with real users. One benefit of
such strategy is to rely on a functionnal prototype for
extended validation instead of relying on wizard of oz
techniques. In our future work, thanks to the results we
are presenting in this section, we will work on an eval-
uation to validate the proposed solution with real users
in the context of everyday life activities. The results of
this evaluation will be presented in a future publication
dedicated to the human-computer interaction aspects
of our work.

Therefore, while we were planning the validation
phase of the service provision system, we set out three
objectives to be achieved by the service provision func-
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Fig. 7. Results of the validation of the visual acuity and user mobility
evaluation.

tionalities. Our first objective was to verify if the provi-
sion system was giving the optimal solution according
to the environment context and the user profiles i.e. the
highest DCQ to the device in the optimal context. Our
second objective was to verify if the system was han-
dling the provision requests in a decent interval time.
Finally our third objectives was to assure that the sys-
tem gave stable processing time, reproducible results
and small DCQ variation between similar context.

First, we validated the visual acuity and user mo-
bility evaluations by testing the DCQ attribution for a
given device, which we moved to different distances
from users according to their capabilities. Contrary to
the other validations presented in this section, we used
a simulated environment where we placed four hypo-
thetical users with variations in their visual acuity and
walking speed:

– User 1: Visual Acuity of 20/20 and an average
walking speed of 1.43 meters/second;

– User 2: Visual Acuity of 10/20 and an average
walking speed of 1.43 meters/second;

– User 3: Visual Acuity of 20/20 and an average
walking speed of 0.4 meters/second;

– User 4: Visual Acuity of 10/20 and an average
walking speed of 0.4 meters/second.

For these tests, the simulated device display was of
15 inches, with a resolution of 1920 per 1080 pixels,
and the provided service’s interface had an average
character size of 30 pixels. We can see in the valida-
tion results (Fig. 7) that the DCQ scores are stabilizing
around 2.5 and 3 meters from the users, where the vi-
sual acuity ratio usually tends to zero. Between User 1
and User 2, where the visual acuity is reduced by the
half, the results shows that the DCQ varies by about
10 points in the first 3 meters. Between Users 1 and 3,
results show that the average walking speed has a more

important impact on DCQ attribution than visual acu-
ity, with a drop of 14 points, but the variation there-
after is less than for the visual acuity. Finally, User 4’s
result presents the combined effect of a low visual acu-
ity and a slow walking speed. Compared to the three
other users, it is with User 4 that the DCQ scores are
the lowest, which demonstrates that the service provi-
sion reasoning succeeded in combining different inter-
action modality evaluations together (User 2’s context
and User 3’s context). This first validation proves that
the visual acuity and the user mobility are taken into
account in the DCQ attribution and that the distance
between the users and the device has a direct impact
with the DCQ scores.

Then, to validate our first objective, we laid down
a series of ten scenarios grouped in two categories.
The first category concerned placing different user
archetypes, with specific user profiles, in a smart apart-
ment and sending a service provision request to the
framework for these user archetypes. Then, we ana-
lyzed the returned DCQ from the service provision
and compared the results between the different types
of users. The second category of validation scenar-
ios was to test the impact of the peripheral prefer-
ences on the service provision reasoning process and
the DCQ attribution. Thus, we defined five types of
users with different preference settings and we ana-
lyzed the returned DCQ. In both categories, the sce-
narios were implemented in the fully functionnal smart
apartment of the DOMUS Laboratory of the Uni-
versité de Sherbrooke4, with colleagues playing the
role of the user archetypes, as real users (e.g. PwSN)
were not needed for these technical and functionnal-
ities validations. The ten validation scenarios were
implemented over the eight devices in the apartment
(Fig. 4), with four devices in the proximity of the
user:

– a Mac Book Pro laptop (Intel Core 2 Duo, Mac
OS X and Java 6);

– an HP Tablet (1Ghz Intel processor, Ubuntu and
Java 6);

– a PC server (Intel Quad-Core, Debian and Java 6);
– a TV multimedia server in the living room (Intel

Core 2 duo, Windows 7 and Java 6).

A fifth one, the user’s smart phone (Android OS 2.3)
was located on a table in the living room. These de-
vices as been placed in the apartment like in Fig. 4.

4www.domus.usherbrooke.ca
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Because of compatibility problem between the Apache
CXF/WS-Discovery API and Android, we rather used
a version of the webservice bundle based on KSOAP
for Android and jSLP for the device discovery. All
these devices stayed on the same status for the duration
of the scenarios, in order to not interfere with the user
profile processing. For each scenarios, we deployed a
fresh system in the smart apartment, with the specific
user profile included in the Macro description of the
environment. We also wait 20 secondes before sending
the service delivery request, giving time for the device
nodes to be discovered by the coordinator node and
update the environment ontology by uploading their
OWL/RDF description.

For the first categories of validation scenarios, we
designed five user archetypes:

– average user: has a normal visual acuity, an aver-
age walking speed, a normal field of vision and a
good hand strength and workspace;

– myopic user: has a low visual acuity (10/20) and
normal capabilities for the other aspects of the
profile;

– narrow vision user: has a narrow field of vision
(60 degrees) on the left side and normal capabili-
ties for the other aspects of the profile;

– limited hand strength and workspace user: has a
hand strength of ten kilos and a workspace of 60
degrees;

– limited mobility user: has a walking speed of
0.8 meter/second and normal capabilities for the
other aspects of the profile.

These five users were placed at the same position and
orientation in the smart apartment, standing at the en-
trance of the kitchen, near the living room, face to
the kitchen oven (like in the previous example, Sec-
tion 3.2). Then, we sent to the system a service pro-
vision, a request describing the deployment of an as-
sistance service (a post-it application) aiming these 5
users. The results of the service provision are presented
in Table 3.

We can see in the results (Table 3) that the DCQ
decreased between the average user and myopic user.
This can be explained by the lower visual acuity of
the myopic user, which reduced the visual acuity ra-
tio computed for the kitchen tablet and the living room
TV. The DCQ values remained the same for the other
devices as they were already outside of the visual acu-
ity limit. For the narrow vision user, the kitchen tablet
received the same DCQ score as in the average user
scenario, as the visual acuity and field of vision of the

Table 3
Results of the validation with user archetypes

User profile Comp. time Results
(sec.) DCQ Device

Average 0.549 75.56 Kitchen Tablet
user 63.50 Kitchen Laptop

63.18 Living room TV
45.40 Smart phone

Myopic 0.534 71.74 Kitchen Tablet
user 63.50 Kitchen Laptop

57.25 Living room TV
45.40 Smart phone

Narrow 0.540 75.56 Kitchen Tablet
vision user 66.28 Living room TV

63.46 Kitchen Laptop
49.93 Smart phone

Limited 0.285 76.89 Kitchen Laptop
hand strength 66.31 Living room TV
user 49.93 Smart phone

0.00 Kitchen Tablet

Limited 0.510 75.84 Kitchen Tablet
mobility 65.38 Living room TV
user 63.43 Kitchen Laptop

35.67 Smart phone

user allow him to see the device’s display. However,
the kitchen laptop dropped to the third rank, below the
living room TV. This is due to the fact that the laptop’s
display is situated outside of the user’s field of vision,
like for the TV that is, however, situated at a closer
distance.

For the limited hand strength and workspace user
scenario, the user was unable to interact with the
tablet’s peripherals, caused by the physical capacities
needed to use them. Thereby, the kitchen laptop re-
ceived the highest DCQ and was choosen by the ser-
vice provision system as the host for the assistive ser-
vice. Finally, in the case if the user archetype with a
limited mobility, the two closer devices (the tablet and
the TV) received the highest DCQ. The laptop ranked
at the third place and the smart phone DCQ dropped by
twenty-two percents, both caused their distance to the
user. As we were expecting, the service provision sys-
tem found the right setting in the five cases, attributing
the highest DCQ to the devices with the best configu-
rations according to the provision contexts.

The second scenario category validated the users’
preferences evaluation. We sent several service provi-
sion requests to the system, where five users with dif-
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Table 4
Results of the service provision with user preferences

Preferences Comp. time Results
(sec.) DCQ Device

Love all 0.330 79.74 Kitchen Tablet
79.57 Kitchen Laptop

Neutral 0.506 79.84 Kitchen Tablet
79.68 Kitchen Laptop

Dislike all 0.610 77.16 Kitchen Tablet
76.10 Kitchen Laptop

Dislike touch 0.710 79.74 Kitchen Tablet
screen 76.10 Kitchen Laptop

Dislike phys. 0.488 79.57 Kitchen Tablet
interface 77.16 Kitchen Laptop

ferent peripheral preferences were present at the same
location and orientation in the environment. In all of
our experiments, the results of these scenarios are the
most varied (Table 4). Between two devices where pe-
ripherals were liked and disliked, the variation in the
DCQ score was low, i.e. a mere 3.64 points. If this gap
can favor a device versus another one, we did not find
that this difference was well good enough to make a
real difference in every context. Moreover, in the dis-
like all scenario, we were expecting to get DCQ under
40 points, as the user dislikes all the peripherals. How-
ever, the weight of the negative preferences in the ser-
vice provision reasoning didn’t reduce the DCQ as we
expected. Some modifications to the fuzzy rules were
required to give to the FLORE the desired behaviors.
After modification of the fuzzy rules and membership
functions related to the user preferences (which took
just a couple of minutes and few tries), we were able
to run the scenarios and successfully obtained the ex-
pected results. Thus, the devices that have overall pref-
erences corresponding to the dislike category received
lower scores, under 40 points for devices with an av-
erage performance, and the variation in the DCQ was
higher with 5.75 points between the liked and disliked
scenarios. In that case, the fuzzy logic and more par-
ticularly, the JFuzzyLogic API, demonstrate their per-
formances in rapidly improving a complex reasoning
system.

Concerning the second objective on computing
time, our first requirement was to obtain results faster
than the user’s experienced response time [6], i.e.
around 1 or 2 seconds. As the service provision system
can be used by professional caregivers to provide ser-
vices to their patients or by smart environment man-

agers, one of the requirements of the system was to
provide service in a way that time to deliver services
to users should be perceived as being instantaneous.
Moreover, the second requirement was to provide ser-
vice in lapses of time briedf enough to ensure a fast
assistance to the user (for a given smart environment
context). The average computing time for the ten sce-
narios was 0.5 second (network, system latencies and
webservice calls included), well under the user’s ex-
perienced response time and convenient for a fast as-
sistance. The coordinator node with the service pro-
vision reasoning engine, which was doing the major
part of the reasoning process, was ran on a Core 2 Duo
2.4 GHz, with 2 Go 667 MHz RAM and the J2SE 1.6
Java virtual machine. Moreover, we used the JENA
framework version 2.6.2 with the file loading and per-
sistence features.

Finally, the service provision systems produced sta-
ble processing times. The results were reproducible for
a given context and the DCQ variation was low be-
tween similar context, e.g. in the case of the preference
evaluation of the like all user and neutral all user, even
if we would have like more variation for this case.

6. Conclusion

Today’s smart environments are synonym of context-
awareness, component dynamism and adapted ser-
vices to assist the users in their daily living activi-
ties. Intelligent and easy to use systems are needed
to provide services and software to the users in their
natural environments, for instance to assist them in
the realization of a task. We presented in this pa-
per a service provision system for smart environe-
ments based on the interaction modalities. This sys-
tem uses the contextual information on the smart en-
vironments and user profiles to find the most suitable
device to host services and software that need to be
provided to the environment’s users. A fully function-
nal prototype of this system has been implemented
and deployed in a real smart apartment. The innova-
tion of our work resides in the specification, the im-
plementation and the integration of the user interac-
tion modalities (e.g. the visual acuity, the user’s field
of vision, the user’s mobility, the interaction capa-
bilities) to the reasoning processes on the contextual
information of the environment. By taking into ac-
count this information, the proposed system perform
adapted service deliveries on the smart environment’s
devices.
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In light of the validation results, the service provi-
sion system found the most suitable device in every
case and computed Device Capability Quotient (DCQ)
score in accordance with the context of the environ-
ment, i.e. the scores are respecting the performance
and the situation of each device according to a given
service provision request and the current context of
an environment. Moreover, the related processing time
are meeting our objective, allowing fast service provi-
sion.

With the broad utilization of smart environments
and their expansion toward smart cities, such system
will be increasingly more on demand. However, sev-
eral improvements are needed to deploy our proto-
type into real clients’ environment. In our future work,
we aim to add more modalities, such as the cognitive
modalities or the hearing acuity. As we are extending
the service provision system, more validation scenar-
ios will be required. The next step of our validation
process will be to test the proposed system with de-
pendant users in smart space settings, verify the impact
of the system on their daily activities and evaluate the
adoption of the system by the users.
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